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We describe a fast trigger processor, developed for and used in 

Fermilab experiment E-537, for selecting high-mass dimuon events produced 

by negative pions and anti-protons. The processor finds candidate tracks 

by matching hit information received from drift chambers and scintillation 

counters, and determines their momenta. Invariant masses are calculated 

for all possible pairs of tracks and an event is accepted if any invariant 

mass is greater than some preselectable minimum mass. The whole process, 

accomplished within 5 to 10 microseconds, achieves up to a ten-fold reduction 

in trigger rate. 
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1. 1ntroduct:an 

A magnetic spectrmeter utilizing drift chambers and scintillation 

Countets was built at Fermilab in order to study high mass dimuon 

CM ,,+uz 3 GeV/c') pmduction by 125 W/c antiprotons and negative pions 

Cl]. The basic dimuon trigger rate was dominated by low mass events 

and at the desirea beam intensity well exceeded the ability of 

:he data acquisition system to record events efficiently. To 

solve this probiem, a fast digital processor was designed and built in 

order to filter out backgroond or low mass triggers Prior to the recording 

of data. 

The hamare of this processor consisted of two parts, a fast encoder 

followed by a difital processor. Both parts used ECL circuitry 

throughout. The encoder latched the hit informatlon frcm = 600 

detector channels and encoded a selected subset of this infomation into 

binary nu&ers. The processor then operated on these nrrmbcrs to determine 

the validity of the event. The encoder system was an entirely new design; 

the processor was a new aoplicatlm of the Fermilab ECL-CJMC system [Z]. 

2. The Experiment 

The experimental apparatus is sham in Fig. 1. More detailed description 

of the apparatus and the experimt may be fomd in Refs. 3 and 4. A 

negatlve beam enriched in antl-protons fmm h - En* decays [S] was tagged by 

Cerenkov and scintillation couotem and momentum analyzed by a set of multl- 

wire proportional chambers. A 1.511 long copper absorber followed the 1 or 

1.5 interaction lengths of the nuclear target. Drift chtiers, UDStream 

and downstream of a large aperture analysis magnet, masured the momenta of 

the charge0 Particles surviving the aosoroer. Scintil:ation counters, 
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(chargedparticle hodoscopes CPX and CPY) situated behind the last drift 

chamber provided further tagging in horizontal and vertical directions. 

E?uon identification was provided by a hodoscope consisting of three planes 

of scintillation counters (60 per plane), embedded in 350 tons of steel 

and concrete. A muon produced at the target was identified by a triple 

coincidence among suitably aligned counters in the three planes. The fast 

logic trigger required a beam particle in coincidence with at least two 

hits in the CPX hodoscope and muon triple coincidences from two different 

quadrants of the muon hodoscope. 

In addition to spurious triggers, (due to the beam halo, decay muons 

and hadron punch-through), a large class of unwanted triggers arose from 
r 

the spectrum of low mass dinuons (M 
lJ+u- 

<,3 GeV/cL), which dominates the 

dimuon cross sec.t.ion. Nest of the schemes suppressing such contributions 

also decrease and distort the acceptance of high mass events. In an 

experiment making an absolute measurement of a small cross section, it is 

essential to minimize the loss and distortion of data. The most preferable 

way of filtering the triggers is a true dimuon mass calculation. The trigger 

processor scheme for the experiment was designed to provide a fast and good 

resolution calculation of dimuon mass. 

3. General Scheme of the Processor 

In this section, some important concepts, assumptions and approximations 

made in building the processor are described. Figure 2 shows the processor's 

view o.f the experiment. The magnetic field was represented by a bend plane 

and a point interaction vertex was assumed at the physical centre of the 

tai.get. No track finding was done upstream of the magnet, while downstream 

of thy magnet information from the x-planes of the drift chambers and the 

CPXj CPY and muon hodoscopes was used in track searching. Relevant para- 
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it would be if no road conditions were imposed. Table 2 shows the number 

of wires and counters involved in the narrowest and widest roads of the 

experimental setup. 

4. Interface to the Processor 

Fig. 4, shows the block diagram of the fast encoder that interfaces the 

experiment to the ECL-CAMAC processor. The tasks of the fast encoder are 

a) to receive and store all the hit information from the relevant 

detectors, and 

b) 'to organize the drift chamber and CPX data by roads and present them 

to the processor, one road at a time. 

The muon triple coincidences (defining the roads) were latched in a i:oad 

Address Encoder Module (ROAD ENCODER). Available at the output por~ts of this 

module were the number of the road (absolute road number) and a sequential 

number (sequential road number) that uniquely identified each road. The 

information regarding which detector elements were reievant for the current 

road was stored in a set of Memory Pattern Storage Modules (MPSMs). The 

MPSM contained RAMS arranged in 3 banks, each bank capable of storing 16 bit 

words (memory patterns) in 256 different locations. Memory patterns stored 

in any location in all 3 banks could be brought out by presenting the proper 

address (in our case, the absolute road number) to the EIPSM. Thus, a memory 

pattern could be as wide as 48 bits. The drift chamber, CPX and CPY hit 

information was latched in a set of Wire/Counter Number Encoder Modules 

(HIT ENCODERS). The Hit Encoder stored,in sixteen 4 bit latches,the data 

present at its inputs during the trigger gate. The data stored in this 

module could be overwritten only by a subsequent event trigger. A memory 

pattern presented to the hit encoder caused the subset of the stored data 
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roads had been processed, this module terminated data transmission to the 

processor. 

5. The ECL-CAMAC processor - 

The ECL-CAMAC triggei- processor system was developed at Fermilab for 

event filtering prior to online data acquisition. The system consists of 

general utility logic and arithmetic modules, built of fast ECL integrated 

circuits. CAMAC like crates, where the modules reside, have modified back 

planes for carrying ECL signals. Each crate communicates with the host 

computer via a standard type A-l crate controller. A translator module, in 

station 23 of each crate, converts the CAMAC TTI- signals to ECL and transmits 

them to the rest of the crate. 

Front panel connectors, carrying ECL differential signals on twist and 

flat ribbon or shielded Z-pin twisted pair cables, link individual modules 

to each other. This feature allows easy reconfiguration of the system or 

function redefinition of any module. One key element of the system is the 

Memory Look Up module (MLU), containing 16 Y 4K (or 16 x 1K) ECL RAMS, with 

roughly 50 nanosecond access time. Pre-computed tables of logical or 

arithmetic .functions stored in these modules via CAMAC dataway are accessed 

during run time through front panel address ports, resulting in a fast 

computational capability. An important feature of the system is its 

asynchronous operation; each module when activated by a set of input ready 

'lines, produces an output ready signal, facilitating parallel processing and 

f:ow optimization of tasks that require different times for completion. 

A simplified block diagram of the processor is shown in Fig. 6 and the 

associated logic f!ow is shown in Fig. 7. Detailed description of the modules 

appearing in the diagram andmentionedin the text may be found in Ref. 2. 
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greater than 4GeV, since a muon originating at the target required at 

least 5.5 GeV of energy in order to be detected at the last muon plane. 

In parallel, two other MLUs projected the track to the CPX and muon 

hodoscopes and colnputed the addresses of the counters .that should he hit. 

The CPX counter number was presented as an examining address to the Hit 

Array Module, which responded with either a 'match' or a 'no Imatch' output 

bit depending on the set value at that location. The muon counter number 

was compared with the road address (absolute road number) available form 

the Road Ehcoder. A good track which had the proper energy and matching 

hits in the CPX and muon hodoscopes was tagged with a 3-hit sequential road 

number and was stored in a set of two Stacks. The sequential roam3 number 

i:as useful in avoiding pairing tracks from the same road during mass computa- 

tion. Good tracks from the second road were written into another set of .two 

Stacks. In the less -ft-eqllent case of events with greater than two good 

roads, tracks from the third and subsequent roads were written into both 

sets of Stacks. This procedure was a good compromise between keeping down 

the numher of required Stacks (to store tracks from different roads) and 

minimizing unnecessary track pairings during mass computation. 

Track verification began as soon as the first candidate track was 

,::ritten into the buffer and continued in parallel with track finding. Typical 

time for validating a single track was approximately 200 nanoseconds. 

,c) Calculation of Y Opening Angle: This stage was completely independent 

o-i the other stages and began when the data from the CPY HECM was available. 

In the current Trigger P.rocessor implementation, the hits from the pair of 

counters that were furthest apart were used to calculate the vertical opening 

angle 0 
Y' 



software simulator, thus completely testing our scheme. 

'Two test modules, one storing the wire chamber and the muon hodoscope 

data and the other the CPX and CPY hodoscope data,were developed to allow 

testing the processor in its designed configuration. These units, loaded 

with fake events via the CAMAC dataway, presented the trigger processor 

with data at a rate comparable to that of the HECMs. Concurrently with 

the assembly of the processor, a diagnostics/simulator program using the 

interactive language FORTH [6] was developed. By means of this program, 

increasingly complex events were presented to the processor, therby gradtially 

debugging its operations. Finally, the test modules were loaded with real 

events from data tapes. On anevent-by-event basis, the processor's results 

at various stages were compared with the results obtained by feeding the 

same data to the software simulator. 

Prior to integrating the processor into the experiment, its real time 

performance was monitored dtiring normal data taking runs. The results are 

shown in Fig. 8. During the experiment, the processor's performance was 

monitored in the following way. At pre-scaled intervals, the processor's 

control over data taking was inhibited and its response tc the event was 

recorded. The processor's stacks were then read out and verified against 

the software stacks in the online simulator. Since only a fraction of all 

pre-scaled events could be .analyred online, these events were written ~to 

tape for further offline verification of the trigger processor's performance. 

The decision time of the processor was between 5 and 10 microseconds 
n 

per event. By setting the mass cut-off value at 2 GeV@, the trigger rate 

was reduced by a factor between 5 and 10, the actual figure depending on 

the specific beam and trigger conditions. The e.fficiency for recording 
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Detector 

name 

DWC 4 Drift chamber 124 

DWC 5 Drift chamber 176 

DWC 6 Drift chamber 176 

CPX Scintillation 

counter hodoscope 'I 84 

CPY Scintillation 

counter hodoscope 48 

H1 
Scintillation 

counter hodoscope 60 

TABLE 1 

Detector Parameters 

Detector Number of 

type elements 

Cell or Counter 

dimension 

Total area 

covered 

2x118 cm* 

2x168 cm2 

2x168 cm2 

4x100 cm 2 

8 x 200 cm 2 

20x145 cm2 

2.9 m * 

5.9 m 2 

5.9 m 2 

7.4 lli 2 

7.7m 2 

17.4 m 2 



TABLE 2 

Number of detector elements in the narrowest and widest roads 

No. of elements 

DWC 4 DWC 5 DWC 6 

Narrowest road 

Widest road 

32 

64 

32 

52 

20 

48 

CPX 

12 

28 



Figure Captions 

1. E-537 spectrometer. 

2a. Trigger Processor's view of the experiment; XZ plane. 

2b. Trigger Processor's view of the experiment; YZ plane. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

Track finding efficiency as a function of drift chamber efficiencies. 

Block diagram of the fast encoder. 

Simplified diagram of the Hit Encoder. 

Simplified block diagram of the Trigger Processor. 

Logic flow of the Trigger Processor. 

Performance results of the Trigger Processor. 

Efficiency of the Trigger Processor for events with M,,+ll-:. 2.5 tie\//c', 

when mass cut-off value k:as 2 GeV/c2. 

Mass resolution of the Trigger Processor. 

Mass soectrum of dimuon events for PN interac.tions: 'Triilyer Pi-occssor active. 
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